
Multipurpose CAD/CAM solutions

cost-effective and powerful solution for CNC 

programming and industrial robots



SprutCAM Tech team has been working on CAM software 

development since 1987

We have acquired extensive experience and expertise in the CAD/CAM 

domain. Our team consists of experts with hands on experience in the 

technologies, which make CNC programming easier, faster, and more effective 

for our customers

SprutCAM users 

around the world

Dealers in 54 countries

of software development for 

CNC and industrial robots 



SprutCAM is a CAD/CAM system for 

streamlined CNC machines and industrial 

robots programming
The software kernel and all 

algorithms of toolpath calculation 

and simulation are proprietary 

in the global CAD/CAM





Toolpath calculation taking 

into account machine 

kinematics realtime 

Unlike other CAM systems, SprutCAM allows 

visualization of collisions and air-cutting 

immediately after the toolpath calculation

Workpiece updated live

Workpiece for the subsequent operation is the 

result of all the previous operations. SprutCAM 

always keeps the workpiece updated live and 

visible to the user.

Simulation by G-code

SprutCAM users don’t need separate 

applications for G-code verification. G-

code verification is supported by 

numerical controllers with embedded 

cycles from Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens

Streamlined production

70% reduction of time necessary to 
obtain ready-to-use G-code for CNC 
machines



2.5x and 3x mill HSM and adaptive Rotary Multiaxis Lathe

Turn-mill Swiss and MTM 2x and 4x axis EDM 5-6D cutting Additive and hybrid





SprutCAM supports import of  3D models in 

various formats, for instance: IGES, STEP, 

Parasolid, STL and DXF. 

Import from CAD systems



Integrated solution. 

Model designing and machining 

programming

without leaving SprutCAM

Easy-to-use and “learn as you go”

user interface 

System suggests the next suitable 

step at any given point

Dynamic snaps. Automatic 

snapping of limits and dimensions 



Version 1 Version 2 Version 3



Patch hole function Surfaces boundary projection





Capabilities and functions for the 

3 - 4 - 5 axis machining



Machining result is visible 

immediately after the calculation is 

complete 

When calculating the toolpath, 

SprutCAM takes into account 

machining result of the previous 

operation



Visual and precise control 

of the stock

Automatic additional 

operation

Stock after roughing

Rest material is considered for automatic 

calculation 

of additional operations 

Rest material control is precise and 

highlighted in color



Toolpath calculation based on approximate rest material 

for 2.5D axial additional machining operations



Automatic calculation of short and long links on different machining 

levels taking into account the safe level



Control of contouring, start point, machining direction 

and radius compensation

Start point control Approach by tangent Approach by arc



SprutCAM shows errors immediately after toolpath

calculation and before the simulation stage

In simulation mode, frames with errors are marked red



Automatic and manual detection of sharp edges.

Adjustable chamfer depth and Tool contact 

point

You don’t need to draw the chamfer on the 

3D model



Holder geometry control for collisions with the part

Automatic correction of the toolpath taking into account 

holder geometry 



Equidistant strategy

Classic milling strategy

High Speed Machining (HSM)

Contains special arcs for machining of 

unmachined pockets 

Deep High Speed Cutting (HPC)

Even load on the tool



Adaptive Speed Cutting strategy is used for maximal 

cutting depth and material removal due to the high speed 

tool feed and relatively low cutting width with lateral feed 

ranging from 5 to 30% of the tool diameter 



Smooth and continuous toolpath

Tool movement optimization, reduced vibration, 

longer tool life, reduced machining time 



Different cutting and tool Engage and Retract strategies



Reduces Full Cut Feed

Feed change control

Reduces tool runout 



Automatic hole detection

Automatic tool selection

Safe tool approaches

All possible machining cycles available 



DXF file import

2D editor for geometry creation in 

SprutCAM

3D machining simulation taking into

account the workpiece and part





Rest material automatic detection 

Toolpath calculated taking into account rest 

material

Roughing Finishing



Optimized strategyContinuous strategyClassic strategy



In one operation, toolpath direction varies depending 

on machining surface









Multiple part machining 

in one project

Every part has its own 

coordinate system

Copying of parts 

including operations



Automatically sorting 

operations by Tool, Side, Part







All possible operations for 3-axis machining available

Rotary angle automatic calculation 



Rotary waterline



Morph between two 

curves

Spiral

Linear



4 axis contour machining



Fast copying of toolpaths



Drilling Milling

Automatic calculation of 

turning angles

Bulky parts machining 

Interactive set up tools



Coordinate system transformation 

cycles

FANUC G68.2

SIEMENS CYCLE800

HEIDENHAIN; PLANE SPATIAL



TCP support

FANUC G43.4

SIEMENS TRAORI

HEIDENHAIN M128



Through point
Perpendicular to 

toolpath
Through curve



Reduces machining time 

Safe toolpath

Superior quality of the machined surface 



Tool contact adjustment

Tool contact adjustment



Intuitive set up

Predictable result



5-axis roughing Bottom finishing Blades finishing





When calculating the toolpath, SprutCAM takes into 

account machine kinematics and limitations

Once the toolpath calculated is started, in background 

SprutCAM checks for all possible collisions and 

machine area limitations

When setting up machining operations, you don’t 

need to switch to the Simulation mode to verify every 

operation

Considerably reduced time for programming of 

multiaxis type machines



Toolpath verified using G-code 

during the simulation stage

FANUC, HEIDENHEIN, SIEMENS 

systems is available

No separate software for 

verification needed





Capabilities and functions for the 

turn and turn-milling



All types of turning operations

Toolpath preview, interactive 

approaches and retracts, 

drag & drop contour editing, 

threads database

Use C and Y axes for machining in 

the main spindle or counter-spindle, 

on the part OD and 

on the part face.

Polar interpolation support

B-axis support





Automatic reordering and synchronization



Capabilities and functions for the 

industrial robots programming 



Universal environment for industrial 

robots programming



Support of additional axes

6-axis control







Multipurpose CAD/CAM solutions

cost-effective and powerful solution for CNC 

programming and industrial robots

SprutCAM Tech Ltd.

9, Aiolou and Panagioti

Diomidous

3020 Limassol

Cyprus

http://sprutcam.com

email: info@sprutcamtech.io

http://sprutcam.com/

